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have a battlep">ell somehow they get close to the mountain or hill.
That's where tjhey always go up\

They always run to th"e mountains

to get way up there so the enemy can't get up there because they
shoot down. yAnd that's the way they always do.

there's an enemy, they get close to a mountain or high hill.
that's what happened again.

s

When they know
And

The soldiers round th'em up and they

went to the mountain, I guess—Ijill.

That's where they headed to.

And they got there and there was a cave up there.

I guess they run

•in there so they wouldn't get hit from their shells.

You know and

then the soldiers came up there and they found that.

They went in

that cave but it was a deep cave.
Slide in there, I guess.

I don't know how they got there.

They know they're going to get shot and

get killed so whatever they do to get out—try to get out.

When

they know the enemy is getting back of them, they do anything.
they got in that cave.
something like that.

So

Like he/said, it was maybe ten feet deep or
J

And there was water in there.

they said, "Well, we get them somehow.

The soldiers,

They'll run out when they

get starving, you know, when they want to drink or eat," because
they ruined that water for them by throwing that dead stuff in
there in that water.
there.

I guess they could see that water way down

4 n d that's where they just throw everything in there to drive

them out.

But while they were in there, not one day but maybe a

week or something like that, then Black Bear said, "I'm going to
look around and. see if there is any way we could get out of this
thing cause we can't go back the way we came.
Over guarding this place."

There's soldiers all

So it seems like he saw a star someplace

and it was dark.and night time.

That's where he took the lead.

the other young men followed "him.

And

In case this one, if it cave in,

